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Advertisement is the form of information use by the company to deliver 
marketing messages to attract potential customers. Matching the right content in the 
right place is important in managing online advertising. The matching content tool is 
used in the advertising company to insure the online advertisement that display in the 
viewer screen are matched to the information that searched. Viewers will feel 
comfortable with the right advertise content that really compliment their needs. The 
advertisement attracts the viewer to buy the product and service that advertiser offer. 
This made advertiser achieved the main goal of the investment in the advertising. 
 
  This project purpose is to improve or enhance the management of the 
advertisement that match the viewer need and searching through the internet 
platform. The conventional online advertisements are display according to the 
bidding rate involving publisher and advertiser agreement. The project also tries to 
focus on optimizing revenue from matched advertising tool use in investing for 
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1.1 Background of  Study 
 
Advertisement is the form of information use by companies to deliver marketing 
messages to attract potential customers. Previous advertising medium such as 
television, billboard, radio and newspaper is used in delivering the message as an 
advertisement (ad). Current technology has changed the way of ads that are 
displayed in the web page based. In the report “The Effects Of Online Advertising” 
by Mccoy et al ( 2007) quoted that online ads figure has grown from year to year 
according to the statistic and figure compared to the other medium.  Additionally, 
this phenomena happen related to the marketing strategies play by company that 
need a good  return of investment (ROI) with the specific potential target market. 
 
Today, internet become the main platform for users to find and changing information 
in their daily life. This gives online ads is  the alternative opportunities to advertiser 
in promoting the good and service to targeted user that needed the good or service. 
Online ads ecosystem relationships involve four main players that are publisher, 
customer (user), advertiser, and ad exchange (Yuan et al,2012).  Figure 1 shows the 
relation between publisher, customer(user), advertiser and ad exchange in online ads 
ecology. An advertiser needs a space on the web to place its marketing message in 
term of ads and sponsored search form. Advertiser investment made to ensure the 
end participation (user) in online ads get the information about the product and 
service provided by advertiser. This gives a high ROI to advertiser's company 




Publisher is a hosts websites person that finds the specific space to display the 
message from the advertiser to the targeted user. The publisher received the 
investment and reserve space for display ads according to the agreement with the 
advertiser. An ads exchange is a mechanism that facilitates the bid buying and 
selling of online media advertising inventory from multiple ad networks. Ads 
exchange work as a middle person that manage the needed of advertiser to display 
the advertisement. Connection from many publishers give ads exchange advantage to 
provide a better advertisement display for broad target market. A web user is 
participation that is targeted by the advertiser and publisher to display the marketing 
message.  User data behaviors are used by publisher to know the suitable 
advertisement to the potential target market. User purchasing and subscribing is a 
revenue that advertisers gain after investing on advertisement tool. The revenue gain 
can be used by advertiser for the next cycle in online ads ecology.   
 

























1.2 Problem Statement 
 
From a marketing point of view, demand for advertisement is high. This will 
generate online advertisement service grown and an advantage to the publisher or the 
ad exchange in term of profit reason also connection with the advertiser’s company. 
Online ads are introducing early were found to be effectively in creating brand 
awareness and positive attitudes. Recently, online advertising has been described as 
nonsensical, uninformative, forgettable, ineffective, and intrusive (Mccoy et al). In 
the same report Mccoy et al say that 69% of the pop-up ads are annoying and 23% of 
them will not return to the web cause of the ads. This gives a bad perspective to 
advertisement industry and indirectly to the company that investing (advertiser).  
 
Matching the right content in the right place is important in managing online ads. 
The match content tool is used in the advertising company to insure the online ads 
that display in the viewer screen are matched to the information that searched. 
 
Since the types of ads that grown require computation and a principled way of 
finding the best match between a particular user in a specified context and available 
ads, the online ads concept in other term is a computational advertisement. Yuan et 
al (2012) in the report about “Internet Advertising: An Interplay among Advertisers, 
Online Publishers, Ad Exchanges and Web Users” explain the fastest growing of 
online ads in recent years has been seen as an involvement of scientific research 
areas such as microeconomics, information retrieval, statistical modelling, machine 
learning and recommender systems. The report also explains the best match is not 
limited to the ` relevant from the traditional informational but also includes the 
relation of the best revenue from the economic perspective on determining the ads 






The project paper is focusing on enhancing the online advertising contents matching 
to potential viewers from the previous method that apply. Conventional online 
advertising company managing the advertisement contents according to the 
advertiser bidding phase of the page that related. Current practice shown that the 




1.3 Objectives of study 
 
Online advertising has improved from the first time this type advertisement is 
introduced until now. The improvement is made in delivering the ads contents method 
to ensure effective deliverable advertising on the page. Several approaches are used to 
ensure the effectiveness of the content. The project paper is published to recognize 
specific contents matching tool to it’s specification location base on the advertisement 
contents. This paper also explains the current practice matching tool especially in ads 
and sponsor search. Advantage and disadvantage are compared to knowing the 
differences in each tool from the publisher point of view in the online ads ecology.  
 
On top of that, the main point project paper is performing enhancing to the specific 
contents matching tool for each advertisement contents. Enhancement that made are 

















2.1 Online Advertisement (Ads) 
 
In today `s modern world, many of the online ads developing to complement the 
need of the market. Yuan et al (2012) in the report explains the main three types of 
online ads,  sponsored search ads, branding ads and contextual ads are differentiated 
based on the targeting viewer and the contract of the ads (figure-2.0). 
 
Web site searching engines like Google generate result list base on the keyword that 
search by user. The same concept applies to sponsored search ads, advertiser are 
buys the key word that related to the queries that user search. Sponsored search ads 
are displayed with the search engine result as a sponsored search. Li Chen (2008) 
uses Keyword search advertisement which refers to advertisements that appear side 
by side with search results on the search engine like Google web pages similar to the 
sponsored search ads. Branding ads are used by advertiser to display the 
advertisement to all visitors of the web page. The advertiser buys the space base on 
Over the counter (OTC) contract and campaign that have a broad target market.  
 
On the other hand, contextual ads are maximizing utilization in advertising 
opportunities base on the visitor characteristics like geographic, language and other. 
Figure-2.1 shows the contextual ads that match with visitor characteristic in term of 
the geographic, language and key word in the web page. Additionally, the concept of 
the online ads can refer to the table-2.1 developed by Yuan et al (2012) that describe 








































Figure 2.0: Example of Sponsored Search Ads, Branding Ads and  Contextual 
Ads 






 Branding Ads Sponsored Search ads Contextual ads 
Seller Large content provider  Search engine All websites 
Buyer  Large company  All companies and individually 
Contract Long-term, large scale  Flexible 
Targeting None Queries and Personally 
Identiable Information 
(PII) 
Context and PII 
Ads asset  Fixed slots on web 
pages  
Top and side banners in 
search result page 
Flexible 
 




2.2 Trading Places  
 
The implementation of the online ads usually done by direct private negotiation or 
open  negotiation involve bidding process in the transparent market. The contracts 
agreed by advertisers and publishers, or between ad networks, are long term with 
large volume; on the contrary. Differently if advertising opportunities are traded in 
transparent markets, the trading units are usually small (e.g. 1k impressions), 
although the total number of impressions for the advertising campaign could be 
huge.  
 
Previous research done by Yung and Jhih (2008) prove that small advertisers with 
lower branding power would prefer contextual ads than display ads (branding ads), 
whereas top advertisers with stronger branding power would prefer display ads than 
contextual ads. In addition, according to the analysis of market efficiency done, a 
dominant ad channel would scarify some advertisers’ benefit by raising the price of 








2.3 Optimize in Online Advertising  
 
Online advertising today face with a big problem in optimization. Chen Li (2008) in 
the report cites  the report from Dewan et al (n.d.) found a tradeoff between ads and 
content for websites: more ads generate more revenue but may turn viewers off. 
Their findings suggest that websites put fewer ads and more content, and get 
compensated for by future profits. Research done by Cheng (2008) regarding 
optimization of revenue using  Advertising of perishable information with click-
based revenue only comparing with a method that use site-targeted (branding) ad 
first and keyword search ad last view method. The main concern is to find the 
optimal ending time of both types of ads to maximize of the advertisers’ revenue 
given a budget constraint.  
 
Result on advertising of consumer information with click-base revenue method finds 
that lower revenue may happen after a longer advertising period. However, the 
rationale here is that if people lose interest in the news story faster, than keyword-ads 
fail to generate the expected number of clicks. However, since advertisers are 
charged based on clicks, the budget is consumed slower, which leads to a longer 
advertising period.  
 
On the other hand, Site-ad (branding ads) meets the requirement to wildly and 
quickly impress the public in the early stage of the advertising period. Although 
keyword-ad is not an effective marketing tool at the beginning because potential 
customers are unfamiliar with the new product or brand, it is a cost-efficient 
marketing method after a certain level of awareness is achieved. Therefore, the 
suggestion that site-ad first and keyword-ad last might be a better strategy for 
advertisers. Then the question for advertisers is how to determine optimal switching 
time from site-ad to keyword-ad. 
 
The ad-network model aligns the interests of the publishers, advertisers and the 
network. With every click from visitors will bring benefits to both the publisher by 
the  revenue gain, and the advertiser by increasing the number of traffic to the web 
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page. Broder et al. (2007) in the research paper related to online advertising explain 
the revenue of the online advertising in giving page p, can be estimated as: 
 
R = ∑                               
 
where k is the number of ads displayed on page p and price(ai, i) is the click-price of 
the current ad ai at position i. However, for simplicity the understanding, Broder 
ignore the pricing model and concentrate on finding ads that will maximize the first 
term of the product, that is we search for  
 
arg                  
 
Furthermore it is assumed that the probability of a click for a given ad and page is 
determined by its relevance score with respect to the page, thus ignoring the 
positional effect of the ad placement on the page.  
 
As a result, the estimating revenue shows that maximum of probability can achieve 
by increasing k, the number of ads displayed on the page. This number is directly 





















Refer the Literature reviews related to the tools that use in online advertising are 
analyzed to get the information on the project from the publisher point of viewers. 
The previous reports, research paper, journals and article are used in the literature 
review as a source of reading to know the development on the topic for the previous 















Figure 3.0: Online advertising matching criteria listed  
 
Based on the literature review can be summaries five of the main matching criteria 
that is important to consider in developing a mechanism for matching tool. The first 
item that can be considered is the web page keyword. The Page key word is the 
identity of the webpage that can be used as main references to the matching 
mechanism in minimizing the decision making process time on the matching tool.    
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Other than web page key word, publisher must consider the number of the visitor 
hits generated from the web page. The number of visitors can be calculated based on 
visitors view in a period of time example per hour or per day. High number of hits 
can refer to the high probability that the advertisement is display and view from 
varies targeting visitor.  The same concept use in the ads exchange which collection 
of publishers with the big number of pages available in a time combining the high 
number of hits made the advertising display is easier to accomplish by ads exchange.  
 
Matching mechanism can be considered a tool that custom and manage advertising 
in the webpage slot. Different web page manages by the publisher are use in 
arranging the display sequential base on the matching criteria that is suggested aimed 
























The first web page has a different theme for the content the is input in the web(figure 
3.1) . Comparing the second and third web page which the second web page is set as 
general content (Open) and third is more focusing the technology news and update 
(Technology). More variety of web give a variety of advertisements can be displayed 
by publisher. Currently in the ad inventory of the publishers have three 
advertisements with different target of market user and the requirement that have to 
be full in the time (bottom figure 3.1). The advertisers for the first advertisement 
require two (2) views with the target to persons that have higher spending and 
income (bottom left). Second advertisement is focused on web developer person that 
require just one (1) view only (bottom center). Third advertisement about gadget 
advertisement targeted for persons with gadget lover or technology savvy and high 
technical knowledge in the gadget (bottom right) .  
 
From the set that is built, the number if the displayed for each advertising are 
recorded as a data set to find the pattern of prediction and the high criteria of the 
advertisement influence. This data set collects and analyses as calculated using data 
association method. The result of the data set is generated and link in the decision 
tree form to see the final decision about the suitable advertisement.  
 
The same process of record is done with commercial web pages that is randomly 
picked in the Google search engine. The selected key word is use to search in the 
Google search engine and two commercial web pages for the searching list are 
chosen which related to the key word use. The data set are recorded as a reference in 
the data analysis process.  
 
The process is made to see the difference between the current use method compare to 
the matching tool that is developed. The number of  matching advertising and the 








3.2 Rapid Application Development (RAD) 
The project development method is important to ensure the project is delivered in 
time given. Considering time and the amount of skill manpower limitation. The rapid 





Figure 3.2: Development flow of the project . 
 
Requirements Planning phase – combines elements of the system planning and 
systems analysis phases of the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Document 
analysis is done to find the system requirement of the project include hardware and 
software. The planning of the project development process involves two semesters. 
The first semester is done in final year project one (FYP 1) which system analysis 






•  Observation on the pattern and 
documentation related to standard applied in 
ads system   
•  Storyboard diagram & 
preliminary layout  
•  Build using 
Apache, MySQL 
•  Implementation & 
demo testing.  
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requirements are discuss to obtain a general idea about the project is all about. 
Second semester is involving the design construction and demo testing of the project. 
User design phase – during this phase, users interact and prototype design are made 
that represent all system processes. The result of system analysis is combined to 
ensure the user interface and design are matched with the requirement. User design is 
a continuous interactive process to understand, modify, and eventually approve a 
working model of the system that meets the project needs. 
Construction phase – focuses on program and application development task in the 
SDLC. The changes or improvements of actual the design screens or reports are 
continuing in this phase. This phase task is programming and application 
development, coding, and unit-integration. 
Cutover phase – resembles the final tasks in the SDLC implementation phase, 
including data conversion, testing, and changeover to the new system. Compared 
with traditional methods, the entire process is compressed. In this phase tasks include 
data conversion and demo testing. As a result, the new system is built, delivered, and 











3.3 Project Architecture 
A project architecture or systems architecture is the conceptual model that defines 
the structure, behavior, and more views of a system. System architecture that used in 
online advertising matching tool is a server base model system that link to the 
database structure. Server base model system which each computer or process on the 
network executed on the server and not on the client. Servers are powerful computers 
or processes dedicated to managing disk drives (file servers) or network traffic 
(network servers ). Clients are PCs or workstations on which users run applications. 
Clients rely on servers for resources, such as files, devices, and even processing 
power. 
The development process of the project involves the construction of the main frame 
in online advertising( figure 3.3). It is included the ads display that act as a webpage 
of publisher where the advertisement slot is located.  Ads server is a server that does 
the selection base on the information gather from the ads display. Ad serving also 
performs various other tasks like counting the number of impressions/clicks for an ad 
campaign and report generation, which helps in determining the ROI (return of 
investment) for an advertiser on a ads display.  The information needed by ads server 
include the location, previous searching keyword and the content of the ads display 
to analyze and match the advertising that have similar characteristics. Ads Server is 
requested the advertisement that is chosen from ads storage where the location of 
advertisement collection is stored. Ads storage is sending the advertising to sever 



























































































































































This main frame is usually applied to online advertising management. This can be 
done locally by the publisher’s domains and the content is a control by the 
publishers.  Third-party or remote ad servers are the method used for multiple 
publishers that deliver the ads from one center source and distribution of their 
advertisement across the ads display.  
The development of the mainframe system is beginning to draft the mainframe 
system including the database, networking and facilities that needed (Table 3.0 & 
table 3.1). This is a critical stage of the main to ensure the ability of the main frame 
to handle the load on the system. 
An architecture requirement is a formal description and representation of a system, 
organized in a way that supports the structure of the system which comprises system 
components, the externally visible properties of those components, the relationships 
between components  and provides a plan from which components can be procured, 
and systems that will work together to implement the overall system.  Online 
advertising matching tool system requirement combines of both components 


































































































































Criteria Sever base model system 
Cost of 
infrastructure 
Very high, because we use a lot of equipment to be connected to 
the Microprocessor and also a PC to store data.  Meaning that, the 
cost of set up and build up the system is high. 
Cost of 
development 
Medium, because we just set up only in server as a intermediate. 
This system can be accessed in difference operation base using the 
web browser and no specification of program installation in other 
platform to access the system 
Ease of 
development 
Low, because to development applications of these architectures 
can be fast and painless 
Interface 
capabilities 
Low, because the systems are limited to server connection ability. 
The simple web interface control system uses to allow user easy to 
understand and operates the system 
Control and 
security 
High, because the user only controls the contents in the system by 
using one server. It is much easier to administer because all the data 
are stored in a single location. 
Scalability 
Low, because the systems are limited to sever ability that assigned 
by the system. In the other case, small setup is needed if to add 





  3.3.1 Hardware Requirement 
Table 3.2 : Server base model criteria   
Source : Fish, R. (2012). Physical Architecture Layer Design. [presentation]. 
Foster School of Business, University of Washington. 
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The most common set of requirements defined by any operating system or software 
application is the physical computer resources, also known as hardware. A hardware 
requirements list is often accompanied by a hardware compatibility list. The 
minimum requirements for hardware are web server, catalogue server and storage 
server. 
Web servers can refer to either the hardware (the computer) or the software (the 
computer application) that helps display the system user interface that can be 
accessed through the Internet. The web server will cover the registration of the 
inventory, the order and the uploading process in the project. 
 Catalog data is large and complex enough to warrant a commercial database 
management system (DBMS) to ensure its long-term integrity and to provide the 
storage, organization, distribution, and data mining capabilities (Thakar, 2008). 
Catalog server is used to manage the database in storage server and also provides a 
single point of access that allows systems to centrally search for information related 
to the advertisement.  
A file server is not intended to perform computational tasks, and does not run 
programs on behalf of the system. It is primarily to enable the storage and retrieval 
of data while the computation is carried out by the catalog server.  
 
3.3.2 Software Requirement 
Software requirement is the base or operation software that needed in running the 
system. One or more operating software is needed to make a system that is built fully 
functional. Development processes of the project need a software development kit to 
develop the interface for the system. The project the online advertising matching tool 
requires minimum software to admin the operation. This gives advantage to the 



































Figure 3.4 : Class Diagram of online advertising 





































CHECK ORDER LEFT 
CHECK ORDER DISPLAY 
REQUEST ADS 
SEND INVENTORY TYPE  
CHECK ORDER TYPE 
Low High  
CHECK ORDER LEFT 
>4 <1 
DISPLAY ADS 
UPDATE ORDER LEFT 




Figure 3.6: Draft of web interface for main frame. 
 
 
3.4 Data collection. 
 
3.4.1 Gathering Techniques 
Each of the requirement-gathering techniques has strengths and weaknesses. No one 
technique is always better than the other and in practice most project use a 
combination of techniques. In general, document analysis and observation require 
the least amount of training.  
Document Analysis 
Project teams often use document analysis to understand the as-is system. Under 
ideal circumstances, the user that developed the existing online advertising system 
will have produced documentation, which was then updated by all subsequent users. 
In this case, the analysis can start by reviewing the documentation and examining the 
system is developed in the previous. 
 Data from the database and framework structure are analyzed to see the connection. 
The updated technology, articles in the literature review, document about the 
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existing system and facility use are analyzed to find the organization patent that will 
implement in the system.  
Observation  
Observation is done with commercial web pages that are randomly picked in the 
Google search engine. The selected key word is used to search in the Google search 
engine and three commercial web pages for the searching list are chosen which 
related to the key word use. The data set are recorded as a reference in the data 
analysis process.  
 
The data collection is made from the prediction of number that calculated using the 
probabilities of advertisement on the web page. The data collection process is made 
based on 1) the key word use for searching, 2) number of web pages that is the use in 
the same key word, 3) probability of display in the same page and 4) the 
characteristics of advertisement display.  The deference data record is used for the 
built web page set  and data record for commercial web page.  
 
The data collection is made based on the same ad exchange or publisher ensures the 
same matching method use in the deference web page. Variable like pricing method 
and contract are assumed fixed and the successful display is counted according to the 
display of the advertisement on publisher webpage.  
 
The schedule of data set consists the four based elements that are mentioned 
previously. The data set collection is recorded in the schedule form and writing 
report for the reference on data analysis. 
 
Combining Techniques 
In practice, a requirement gathering combines a series of different techniques. Most 
analysis starts by using document analysis to gain an understanding of the system 
and the big-picture issues. From that analysis, it becomes clear whether large or 
small changes are anticipated. These analyses are often followed by observation of 
with commercial web pages to gain some understanding of the as-is system. Usually 
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document analysis came next after observation to gather the rest of the information 
needed for the as-is pictured.  
From all the document analysis and observation, all the system requirements are 
listed to find the detail about:  
1. The system that will be implemented 
2. The technology that will be used 
3. The equipment that is necessary 
4. The advantage and disadvantages 
5. The future prospects 
6. The customer’s needs and expectations. 
 
 
3.4.2 Observation Results 
 
The word “car” is used as a key in the Google search engine to choose the webpage 
that have similar content for this observation. The observation done in the sample of 
two publisher web pages that is chosen randomly to find the repeating number of 
advertising display on both web pages (www.carlilst.my and www.cbt.com.my ) . 
Both publisher web pages are related to the issues and latest technology in the car 







The word “health” is used as a key in the Google search engine to choose the 
webpage that have similar content for this observation. The observation done in the 
sample of two publisher web pages that is chosen randomly to find the repeating 
number of advertising display on both web pages (www.forbes.com/Health and 
www.telegraph.co.uk/health ) . Both publisher web pages are related to the tips and 
information issues about the health.  Result from the observation show in the chart 





























Figure 3.7 : observation chart of advertising display 






The data are made collect after the caches of the browser are clean to analyzing the 
cache influence to the advertising display in the publisher webpage. The result is 



















































Series 1 Series 2 Series 3









Figure 3.8 : observation chart of advertising display 
use key word “health”.  
Figure 3.9 : observation chart of advertising display 
use key word “health” after cache is clean.  
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3.5 Data Analysis. 
 
Record from the data collection is compare and analyze in term of optimization 
revenue and the best tools with the situation applied. The Apriori classification tree 
method is used to see the patterns of the decision make for suitable advertisement. 
An Apriori classification tree used in statistics, data mining and machine learning, as 
a predictive model which maps observations items to the item's target value. The 
generated classification tree are showing the most influence characteristic use in 
making advertisement decision. Both records that are collected is processed for the 
same step to see the final result and comparison is made to look the differences to the 
current commercial online ads.  
 
The observation data collection shows that specific ads are appearing three times in 
the same website and majority of the ads pattern show that. The observation in the 
web www.carlilst.my and www.cbt.com.my show that 31 percent of the total are 
related to the content of the web page (figure 3.7). The similar results show from the 
observation done in www.forbes.com/Health and www.telegraph.co.uk/health that 
display 31 percent related (figure 3.8). The percentage of the appearing increasing to 
61 percent after the cache or cookies of the browser is clear (figure 3.9). This is 
related to the influence of visitor activities in web space with the result of the ads 
appears.  
 
The figure 3.8 and figure 3.9 data records that some ads are appearing in each series 
and not have related to the web page or key word of observation. This ads can be 
considered as a Branding ads. It is used by advertiser to display the advertisement to 
all visitors of the web page.  
  
In other hand, from each series of the observation show that the maximum number of 
ads display is two. The matching tool that is set are limited to the number of the ads 
that appear are two. It is used to maximize the number of ads that display to the 











Online Advertising is a compliment to the traditional advertising  that is previously 
not interactive and attractive. The global market of online advertising today 
involving research insure the effectiveness of online advertising to the customer. 
Looking for the demand on the online advertising, the number is increasing from the 
previous year and estimated to grow in a significant figure.  
 
From Malaysia perspective, online advertising is in the beginning phase and have the 
potential to be explored. Current situation shows the new online advertising 
company involve Malaysian that can contribute to a more research needed for 
improving online advertisement in Malaysia economic.  
 
In the future application of this project, it can be applied or adopt in a bigger scale 




















This project focuses to find the best matching tool for the effective delivery of online 
advertising in publisher view. Future research needs to be done on the contextual 
advertising tool that can be implemented on the publisher system. Contextual 
advertising is a new field that is fast growing and needed to be explored and 
developed.  
 
The development process of the project is done from the inventory and order 
interface which include all the database about the ads and available inventory from 
the website. This project in the future prospect can be combined with  a pricing 
model system for increasing the accuracy in the decision making.  
 
The taxonomies implementation in the semantic match of the pages and the ads is a 
new method apply to the internet advertising. The matching process requires that the 
taxonomy provides sufficient differentiation between the common commercial 
topics.  Taxonomies implementation in online advertising needs detail research on 
the topic. This involves huge and real data collection from each player in the ad 
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APPENDIX 2.0: TECHNICAL PAPER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
